
On the geometry of the growing ball of first-passage percolation

(Based on joint works with M. Damon, J. Gold, J. Hanson, X.Shen)

First-passage percolation

Consider 2(d32) with nearest-neighbor edges 39

Let (teleeed be did monnegative weights (passage times)

For a path W, define TH) = &teexg

For say GEd, define

Tk>,y) = infETIN): W is a path from se to 3

Easy to verify: T is a psendometric.



Geometry of the metric space (29, TI?

BIt) = 3xc229: T10,xc) [t3.
Critical threshold

Stheorem (Cox - Durrett).
↓for Bernoulli perculation

Define BT = BH) +90,1)9 If He = 0) <P> and

#49ca, where -minet, ...,teds and tis are ind copies

of to, then 7 a morandom, compact, convex set B with

nonempty interior sit. VaSO,

↑(1-2) BE EBTT) ECI aCS Flarget) = 1.

&.IBT Ho



A weaker version (Kesten):

If Pate = 0) <pc, then 7B with the above properties sit

a.s., VILERT5B) -> 0 as tex

Not too much is known about B.

Also interesting: The geometry
of Bit) for larget?

We will focus on the boundary and holes of Blt).

Cition Overtex set.

feV = 932,y3729: sceV, yAUS,

2extv = (9cybe@d: SCeV, yEU, yet without

3using a vertex in V



#Yoyo
EeV,

Want to study: GeBlt), 2.*TBT).

What is the size of GeBlt)? 2*BIt)?

Expect: the order should be afd"

Tem (Damon-Hanson-2., '18). Suppose that PHte=0 <Pc.

Upper bound: FCO sit.as.

Leb (GseC0,+]:#CeBIs)> asdYECYes]3) C
limsup G ·
t-> N t



Leb(9seCost]: #8*Bs) asa+3)
Climsup *

+-x t

Lower bound:

=)aTO sit. a.s.

#8eBlt) >, c max[+1P1>+), 13th F large to

Explanations and remarks

· Y = mogt,..,teal, ti's old copies of the

· Upper bounds say
that for most times to

#WeBH) < CtECYht], *EEBH) xCay

·By ioperimetric inequality. *O*BH) <ctd+
So the exterior boundary of Bit) is "smooth"



· ECYet]? tIP (7>t)?

- If EY 30, then ECYet] <EY

=>WeBIt) < C+9" for most times o

max[+1KK+), 13 > C

= #GeBH) > C+91 for all large t

- If 11T>t) = Ea, <E(0.1), then

a t
d-1+&

2 #WeBlt) E Ct
d++ + G

R I most
all

Can be 3 ta+!

But Hee* Bit) I+d+

-> Many/large holes when Y has a heavy tail.



Theorem (DH2, 18). If we assume that B is uniformly curvature

(not proved, but widely believed
to hold for a large class of

distributions), and he has an exponential moment, then

7C, C30 sot.a.s. Flarge to

#eBlt) < C, +d"(logt)"
Holes in Blt)

MIt) = size of the largest hole in Bit)

NI] = number of holes in Blt).

#

rem (Damon-Gold-L.-Shen, '22)

suppose that PHe = 0) <PC and dist. of the is nontrivial.

72x0 sit.

1 (MC) >clog+ Flarge t) = 1, PCNHKCtd+Flarge+) = 2.



Are these sharp?

Rark NC) & #8eBIt)

If we assume that B is uniformly curved and to has exp, moment,

then NC) -> Ctd+(logt)"Flarge to
#

eorem (DGLS, '22).
Suppose d=2

· If He = 0) <pc, B is uniformly curved, to has exp. moments.

then 7x0 s.t.

IPCMH) = (log+)Flaget) =

1.· Without curvature, FC30 sit.

↑ (MIt) 2 ClogtFlarget)= 1. j



Sketch of proof of MIt)>,clogt

Consider the configuration

= Clog+
*
-

- i small weightsistose 11): large weights

Conditional on BA), if we are able to create such a configuration,
I a hole of a reasonable size at time ++K.

Difficulties: - If the edge weights are bounded, need to define
the weights in the box carefully.



- If the edge weights are unbounded, the connecting
edge can possibly have large weight.

#CH12,c+d+=fa positions to put disjoint

configurations in BA)?

Each configuration causes a prob. factor gelogt,

4)C5 such a configuration at time +) = 1-(2-sclogty
fea

=1-C2-+elogy) fan
so if a is small enough

A more careful argument allows us to conclude.



d=2

#He =1) > P

suppHe) [[2,x)

T

Highstorm, Meester

Given any B, then 7 dist. Hte) ergodie, stationary

st. the limit shape is B.


